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the prussian minister, diplomat and philosopher Wilhelm von Humboldt founded the university of Berlin in 
1810. His vision was of an institution that 
intimately intertwined research and educa-
tion under one roof, giving students direct 
access to the leading researchers and thinkers 
of the time. in return, scientists would benefit 
from the critical inquiries of their students. 
Humboldt’s idea proved to be successful: the 
university of Berlin, which changed its name 
to Humboldt university in 1949 to honour 
its founder, quickly became an internation-
ally renowned institution and attracted many 
influential philosophers and scientists.
at that time, European universities were 
the world’s leading centres of research and 
education; in fact, the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries were the golden age of 
science for Europe. its universities attracted 
scientists, scholars and students from around 
the globe to carry out cutting-edge research 
and learn from the leading authorities at 
that time. Moreover, the European brand of 
research-intensive universities became the 
role model for universities in the uSa such 
as Harvard (cambridge, Ma), yale (New 
Haven, ct) and cornell (ithaca, Ny).
Nearly 200 years have passed and the 
landscape of higher education has wit-
nessed many changes. Leading universities 
in Europe—although still respected and 
internationally renowned—are no longer 
the sole beacons of knowledge that they 
once were. Since the end of the Second 
World War, uS universities now comprise 
the majority of world-leading institutions for 
research and education.
Outside the academic realm, the world 
has also changed markedly since von 
Humboldt’s time. the ‘advanced’ nations 
have been moving away from the manu-
facturing-based economies that sustained 
them throughout the twentieth century, 
towards so-called knowledge-based eco-
nomies that rely heavily on scientific 
research and a trained workforce. as such, 
these nations no longer compete for indus-
trial capacity or access to natural resources, 
but rather for skilled workers, intellectual 
property and knowledge.
this shift has put universities under new 
pressures: on the one hand, they must pro-
duce an increasing number of graduates; on 
the other hand, they are still the main gen-
erators of knowledge. Both of these ‘prod-
ucts’ are the primary resources required by 
advanced knowledge-based economies. 
consequently, the same period has also 
seen a gradual specialization: many colleges 
and smaller universities have increasingly 
focused their resources on higher educa-
tion, whereas research institutions such as 
the Massachusetts institute of technology 
(Mit; cambridge, Ma, uSa), the Scripps 
research institute (La Jolla, ca, uSa) and 
the European Molecular Biology Laboratory 
(EMBL; Heidelberg, germany) have gained 
prominence for their cutting-edge research. 
Furthermore, to attract funding, there is 
an increasing trend among universities 
to secure intellectual property from their 
research or to actively court private indus-
tries, which, some critics fear, could threaten 
the intellectual independence of universities 
in the long term (Oehmke, 2005).
in general, one must ask whether the 
nineteenth-century model of research univer-
sities is still the best strategy to meet the chal-
lenges of the twenty-first century. Moreover, 
are alternative models of university educa-
tion and research both attractive and work-
able? if universities move away from teaching 
and fund research through links with busi-
ness, do they sacrifice their intellectual inde-
pendence? if they neglect research and focus 
on producing as many graduates as possible, 
will education suffer from a lack of access to 
leading scientists and research?
in an attempt to answer such questions, 
EMBO reports asked representatives of organi-
zations that hold high stakes in the academic 
system—from universities and funding agen-
cies to businesses and political establish-
ments—for their views on what might be the 
future of the classic research university.
“Most of tomorrow’s economy 
is being born today in university 
research laboratories.”
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EMBO reports: What will be, or should be, 
the future of research universities?
Ken-ichi Arai: there are several issues to be 
considered when defining what a research 
university is: whether it conducts top 
research attracting both federal and indus-
trial support; whether it produces signifi-
cant numbers of phD and Master’s 
students; whether it trains undergraduate 
students; whether it performs primarily 
individual research bottom-up or top-down 
goal-oriented research; whether it attracts 
talent from all over the world or only domes-
tically; whether it trains human resources for 
both domestic and international research; 
and whether it should be involved in applied 
research collaborating with industry. i gen-
erally think that a research university should 
do top research, produce phD and Master 
students, attract talent from all over the 
world and train human resources.
However, the situation for a research uni-
versity very much depends on the stage of 
development—both economically and sci-
entifically—of the country where the univer-
sity is located. For example, some research 
universities will have both undergraduate 
and graduate programmes, whereas some 
research universities will have only phD 
programmes. the important mission of 
research universities in advanced nations 
such as the uSa, Japan or countries in the 
European union (Eu) is to promote creative 
individual research. However, the recent 
trends are rather the opposite. Big science of 
the top-down type, such as genomics or pro-
teomics, is overshadowing creative individ-
ual research. i also believe that creative 
research is the basis to support innovative 
industry even if industry is involved prima-
rily in applied research. However, to 
develop creative research, we need an infra-
structure where faculty and graduate stu-
dents are inspired to develop creative ideas.
Thomas Cech: research universities should 
fight the trend of becoming more and more 
specialized, and instead try to integrate 
undergraduate teaching and research to cre-
ate a true community of scholars.
Jean-Lou Chameau: the need for highly 
qualified individuals at the leading edge 
of science and technology is critical for 
the well-being and future of nations. the 
economic development and opportunities 
for a country’s citizens are dramatically 
affected by the strengths and successes of 
research universities, as demonstrated by 
the locations of economic development 
clusters. Successful countries will be those 
that nurture and promote their research 
universities.
Iain Mattaj: research universities play a crit-
ical role in research and education because 
they are the best instruments we have, not 
only to generally educate undergraduate 
students to base their opinions and decisions 
on existing evidence, but also to develop 
their enthusiasm for a research career.
Janez Potocnik: universities are key play-
ers in Europe’s future. European universi-
ties have an enormous potential, but this 
potential is not fully harnessed and put to 
work to underpin Europe’s drive for growth 
and more jobs. there are several things 
that could be done to enhance the future of 
research universities. First, universities must 
be given real autonomy to become inno-
vative and responsive to change. Second, 
universities need to develop structured part-
nerships with the business community and 
other potential partners. third, European 
universities need to act internationally. they 
need to use the potential of sharing knowl-
edge. Here the European dimension can be 
very advantageous in creating large-scale 
operations, which could be tailored to inter-
national needs.
generally, Europe needs universities 
to build on their own strengths and differ-
entiate their activities on the basis of these 
strengths. While all institutions share cer-
tain common values and tasks, not all need 
the same balance between education and 
research, for example. research should 
remain a key task of the whole system, but 
not necessarily for every institution. this 
would allow the emergence of an articu-
lated system comprising world-renowned 
research institutions, plus networks of 
excellent national and regional universi-
ties and colleges, which provide shorter 
technical education. Such a system would 
mobilize the substantial pool of knowl-
edge, talent and energy within universities 
and would merit the increased investment 
needed to make it comparable with the best 
in the world.
John Wiley: i think the general public and 
our elected officials in the uSa don’t real-
ize the extent to which responsibility for 
long-range research, often called basic 
research, has been defaulted to america’s 
research universities. Back in the 1960s 
when i graduated in physics, essentially all 
the consumer electronics companies, all the 
telecommunication companies, all the auto 
manufacturers, most of the basic materials 
companies—probably most of the Fortune 
500 companies in general—had basic 
research laboratories and hired scientists, 
engineers and mathematicians to conduct 
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long-range research. today, almost none of 
those private sector research laboratories 
exist any more. the few that have survived 
are pale shadows of their former selves, and 
are tightly focused on near-term goals. Most 
of today’s economy was born in those ear-
lier corporate basic research laboratories. 
Most of tomorrow’s economy is being born 
today in university research laboratories. 
the future of research universities had better 
be very bright indeed, or the future of the uS 
economy will be bleak.
ER: Do you see a trend away from universi-
ties in which both teaching and research are 
combined, towards universities specializing 
in one or the other—and is this desirable?
Arai: i believe the important function of the 
university is to train and retain the researchers 
for future generations.
Cech: yes i do, but i don’t think that this is 
a desirable trend. the best teaching involves 
open-ended enquiry that is characteristic of 
research, and, on the other hand, a profes-
sor’s research is broadened and enriched by 
ideas that come from teaching.
Chameau: i do not think this would be a 
good trend. Students are trained through 
both teaching and research. the accomplish-
ments of the great uS universities have 
clearly demonstrated that education is both 
teaching and research. at the california 
institute of technology (caltech; pasadena, 
ca, uSa), the participation of undergraduate 
and graduate students in research is a foun-
dation of the education programmes.
Paul Horn: i don’t think this is desirable or 
likely. the very definition of a ‘university’ 
includes both teaching and research. While 
there are certainly some universities that do 
less research than others, i think that teach-
ing is enhanced when the professors are 
also involved in graduate programmes and 
research work. through this more advanced 
work, they stay close to current develop-
ments, which makes their teaching more 
relevant and valuable to the students. i also 
can’t see a scenario whereby a university 
would be solely focused on research work 
and not teaching; at that point it becomes an 
independent research lab, not a university. 
Without the teaching element, there would 
be less of a pipeline of bright, upcoming 
people to keep infusing the research work 
with new ideas and energy.
Mattaj: i don’t have a global overview of 
how this is moving, but my impression is 
that the regrettable past trend to separate 
teaching from research in universities in 
some European countries has been reversed 
to some extent recently.
Potocnik: No, i don’t see that there is a move-
ment in such a direction, and there is no data 
available at the Eu level that would identify 
such a trend. What’s important is that 
European universities position themselves 
strategically, considering the particularities 
of their environment and capitalizing on 
their relative strengths. European universities 
need not all be doing the same thing, but 
they should all aim for excellence in what 
they choose to do. this may entail a different 
balance of education and research, different 
approaches to research and research train-
ing, or different mixes of services and aca-
demic disciplines. the end result should be 
excellence in the whole system.
Wiley: at least one of the reasons for the 
obvious trend of shifting basic research to 
universities is that it is exceedingly effi-
cient. university faculty members, work-
ing with bright undergraduate, graduate 
and post-doctoral students, are the most 
cost-effective teams that can be assem-
bled anywhere, and both parts of the mis-
sion—teaching and research—benefit from 
being pursued in tandem. as a consciously 
planned side benefit, this is the way we 
train the next generations of faculty and 
researchers, so there’s an automatic ben-
efit to society. i see no trend away from this 
model; i cannot think of any reason or any 
forces that would push in that direction, 
and i think it would be a highly undesirable 
goal to pursue.
ER: Is there a trend towards privately funded 
universities performing more research than 
publicly funded universities?
Arai: in the uSa there is such a trend, but 
not in Japan or asia in general.
Cech: a number of the strongest research 
centres in the uSa are in fact private univer-
sities, but they do not dominate the research 
enterprise. the public universities still con-
tribute greatly with the university of 
california, Berkeley (uc Berkeley; ca, uSa), 
the university of california, Los angeles 
(ucLa; ca, uSa), the university of 
Washington (Seattle, Wa, uSa), the 
university of Michigan (ann arbor, Mi, 
uSa) and the university of Madison-
Wisconsin (Madison, Wi, uSa) being some 
of the star examples.
Chameau: Looking at the uS experience 
since the 1950s, it is clear that a major suc-
cess has been the development of first-rate, 
publicly supported universities, including 
some very famous ones like uc Berkeley or 
the university of Michigan. in addition, the 
prestigious private schools such as caltech, 
Harvard, Mit and Stanford university (palo 
alto, ca, uSa) have also prospered. in 
recent years, starting in the 1990s but even 
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more since 2000, the support for public 
universities has declined, while the pri-
vate programmes have fared better. this is 
a disturbing trend because the private uni-
versities only represent a small fraction of 
the educated workforce, especially in the 
scientific and engineering disciplines. i am 
not sure that this trend will continue as it 
is becoming a topic of discussion in aca-
demic and political circles; hopefully it will 
be reversed soon.
Horn: i can’t say that i’ve witnessed that 
trend personally. For example, caltech is 
a private university and uc Berkeley is 
public, yet both have very large research 
programmes, are at the leading edge in uni-
versity rankings and have a remarkably high 
number of Nobel Laureates. if such a trend 
exists in other parts of the world, like Europe, 
it might be even harder to spot because most 
of those universities are public.
Mattaj: internationally, i can see such a 
trend because of the enormous relative 
growth in some private universities, but not 
in Europe.
Potocnik: Nothing i have seen backs up that 
hypothesis. But you should keep in mind that 
both ‘private’ and ‘public’ universities in the 
Eu, like in the uSa, are important receivers 
of public funding for research activities, so 
that even if ‘private’ universities had a greater 
focus on research, this could not necessarily 
be directly attributed to the source of funding 
being private. the main pertinent distinction 
would be the role of ‘core’ non-competitive 
and non-output-based funding. in many Eu 
member states, there seems to be a trend 
towards greater funding of university research 
on the basis of competitive and output-based 
processes, rather than ‘core’ funding, and 
this is expected to provide greater incen-
tives to increase the quantity and quality of 
research activities.
Wiley: i cannot see such a trend. Every year 
the National Science Foundation (NSF; 
arlington, Va, uSa) compiles a list of the 
top-funded research universities. twenty or 
so years ago, half of the top 20 research uni-
versities were private and half public. today, 
about 75% are public.
ER: Are pure research institutes, with little 
or no teaching duties, becoming a chal-
lenge for universities in terms of attracting 
funding and researchers?
Arai: in Japan, large research institutions 
supported by government agencies such as 
riKEN and the National institute of advanced 
industrial Science and technology (aiSt) 
receive larger grants. they are attracting 
not only postdocs but also graduate students 
and often establish joint phD programmes 
with universities.
Cech: in the uSa, there is certainly some 
trend in this direction. However, the per-
sonalities of the researchers—whether they 
value training the next generation, or are 
simply left alone to do their research—will 
always attract some to universities and others 
to research institutes.
Chameau: i don’t think it is a great challenge 
yet, although there are a few anecdotal cases.
Horn: pure research institutes have been 
around for quite some time now and they 
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clearly represent a kind of competition for 
funding and researchers. However, the over-
all challenge is not so much the competition 
between universities and these pure research 
institutes, but more the challenge of limited 
funds and researchers in the first place. that’s 
where the focus should be placed, rather 
than on favouring one research environment 
over the other.
Mattaj: this challenge has existed for some 
time and both ways of funding research are 
legitimate. i do not see the balance moving 
in one direction or the other at present.
Potocnik: pure research institutes have 
always competed with universities for tal-
ented people and resources, and many 
examples in several member states show 
that universities can successfully compete 
with them. the increasingly global nature 
of the competition for talent and other 
resources is rather the key challenge for 
European universities.
Wiley: in terms of dollar volume of research, 
there are too few pure research institutes 
to have much of an impact on the total 
amount of research being done. So, i don’t 
think they are creating any sort of serious 
challenge to research universities.
ER: Should universities perform more 
applied research and secure intellectual 
property on the results?
Cech: No, this should not be a major goal. 
For one thing, university research needs to 
provide great training for graduate students 
so, at least in the physical and biological 
sciences, the university must encourage 
each student to “follow your nose and dis-
cover something new”. Furthermore, in 
the uSa, industry has moved away from 
doing basic research and the universities 
are less well suited to carry out applied 
research, so there is good reason for the 
universities to focus on new discoveries. 
But fundamental research at the univer-
sities will in some cases reveal applica-
tions, and in those cases it is appropriate 
to consider whether the invention should 
be protected with patents to develop and 
commercialize it.
Chameau: in many disciplines, the bounda-
ries between basic and applied research are 
blurred. it is more of a continuum and one 
should think more in terms of short-term 
and long-term research. Hence, universities 
are moving toward supporting this contin-
uum. With regard to intellectual property, 
universities and their faculty should have 
incentives to commercialize their discov-
eries and in doing so support economic 
development and job creation. However, 
universities should not become ‘greedy’ and 
they must realize that the intellectual prop-
erty they generate is often only a small con-
tribution to a product. they must learn to 
work more cooperatively with corporations 
on intellectual property creation, ownership 
and commercialization.
Horn: these are two separate issues. First, one 
has to define what is meant by ‘applied 
research’—it might better be thought of as 
‘use-inspired’ because we still care about 
understanding why something occurs, in 
addition to potential uses for it. We’ve also 
found that this kind of enquiry and engage-
ment with ‘real-world uses’ actually brings an 
entirely new set of interesting research prob-
lems that we would miss if we tried to remain 
purely in the world of so-called ‘basic 
research’. Fundamentally, i think universities 
want to work on problems that matter to peo-
ple; in that sense, this is applied research. 
certainly, they are interested in other, deeply 
intellectual problems as well, where you do 
not see an obvious and immediate commer-
cial use, such as measuring the mass of a neu-
trino. there will always have to be a balance 
maintained between the two. But many of the 
problems universities work on have a relation 
to some economic or commercial problem, 
either directly or indirectly. given the pres-
sures on universities to help societies become 
more economically competitive, it will likely 
mean that universities will continue to work 
on applied research.
the second issue concerning intellectual 
property gets into the question of whether 
universities should become commercial 
institutions. although every institution has 
the right to protect its intellectual property, 
the underlying mission of universities is to 
educate. too much focus on the commercial-
ization of patents and other intellectual prop-
erty can inhibit ‘open collaborative research’, 
which is one of the best ways for students to 
learn. attempting to turn a university into a 
company would be a mistake.
Mattaj: universities should not, in my view, 
perform contract research. curiosity-driven 
research should be pursued in universi-
ties and it can and will lead to intellectual 
property. if the technology transfer is organ-
ized well, it will not have adverse effects on 
the university.
Potocnik: as i said earlier, Europe needs uni-
versities able to build on their own strengths 
and differentiate their activities on the basis 
of these strengths. But research is not an iso-
lated activity. Some institutions may find it 
appropriate to pay increasing attention to 
applied research, others not. as regards 
intellectual property, what’s important is 
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that it’s managed in a way that makes the 
best use of research results.
Wiley: i think the distinction between 
‘applied’ and ‘basic’ research is artificial 
and misleading. all research is applied. 
all research is aimed at finding answers 
to questions for which we currently have 
no satisfactory answers. a more mean-
ingful distinction would be based on the 
expected timescale for an anticipated pay-
off. So what we misleadingly call ‘basic’ 
research is research that may not have a 
payoff—in terms of affecting people’s lives 
or the economy—for decades, and what 
we call ‘applied’ research is research that is 
aimed at some useful result in months or a 
few years at most. in either case, universities 
should be alert for opportunities to patent 
or otherwise protect results that may have 
commercial implications precisely so they 
can be commercialized.
ER: Is the concept of academic freedom 
outmoded if universities perform more 
applied or contractual research?
Arai: it is not a conflict between basic and 
applied research, but rather the discipline 
of the university that matters in building 
relationships with industry.
Horn: Not necessarily. universities can 
compromise their academic freedom by 
chasing the money too much or by trying 
to turn themselves into a commercial enter-
prise. But simply doing applied research 
doesn’t have to hurt academic freedom. 
things become murkier with contract 
research. When universities are actually 
contracted to do a certain job it can limit 
academic freedom because they have to 
stick to the goals of the company funding 
the work, which ultimately has economic 
rather than purely academic interests.
Mattaj: it depends whether the research is 
curiosity-driven or contractual, not whether 
or not it is applied.
Potocnik: the important point is that univer-
sities have the autonomy to make and imple-
ment strategic choices, to which they should 
be held accountable by the rest of society. in 
a broad sense, this accountability has always 
been part of the ‘social contract’ between 
universities and the society in which they 
function. the concept of academic freedom 
is therefore not outmoded. i am very glad 
that European universities recognize the 
importance of being accountable for their 
research activities, and work very hard to 
develop a quality culture, which serves to 
strengthen institutional autonomy.
Wiley: absolutely not. if the implication is 
that ‘applied’ research is more likely to be 
funded by companies, and that those com-
panies may exert undue influence on the 
conduct and reporting of the research, then 
it should be clear that universities need to be 
vigilant and make sure such efforts do not 
succeed. as far as i can tell, most universi-
ties are highly vigilant, as are most editors of 
technical journals, not to mention most peer 
researchers.
ER: Does it challenge the independence of 
public universities if more research funding 
is tied to applied research or comes from 
private sources?
Cech: absolutely, this can be a challenge. 
Dealing with industry-funded research is 
more-and-more a ‘fact of life’ at many uni-
versities. the possibilities of a conflict of 
interest must be managed by firm policies; 
otherwise, a graduate student may end up 
performing applied work for their professor’s 
company, rather than research that supports 
a strong phD thesis.
Chameau: i don’t think so, as long as 
appropriate policies are in place and the 
values of the university remain cherished 
and followed. irrespective of the sources, 
the university must remain focused on cre-
ation and dissemination of knowledge and 
the associated education of young people.
Horn: private funding or contract research 
can affect the independence of universities. 
Every research institution has to balance the 
need to be connected with the marketplace, 
economy and society, with the need to do 
innovative and exploratory research. it’s a 
balancing act. there are certain advantages 
in taking private funding from companies as 
they can connect you to the marketplace and 
help you learn about the real problems that 
can make a difference in the world. in doing 
so, you are able to educate your students on 
how to tackle problems that are of interest to 
industry, helping them to enter the job mar-
ket. However, too much private funding can 
mean that you turn yourself into a research 
arm of a particular company. that’s not good 
or desirable either. again, universities need 
to find the right balance.
Potocnik: We must safeguard the public 
mission, and the overall social and cultural 
remit of European universities. Whether 
public or private, they should be responsive 
to the needs of society and the economy. 
European universities need to fully appreci-
ate the importance of innovation and make 
it an integral part of their mission. this also 
implies being more significant players in 
the economy, able to respond better and 
faster to the demands of the market, and 
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to develop partnerships with the business 
community to harness scientific and tech-
nological knowledge. Structured partner-
ships with the business community, like 
small and medium enterprises (SMEs), bring 
opportunities for universities. in short, i 
believe that the better the universities are 
able to respond to the needs of society and 
the economy, the more they will be per-
ceived as important institutions to whom 
autonomy must be granted, and the more 
independent universities will be.
ER: Should there be more public funding 
for universities?
Arai: generally, yes. there are two aspects 
though: one is public funding to support the 
infrastructure of the university and the other 
is funding of individual researchers and/or 
projects. We need the discipline of how to 
balance these objectives.
Cech: in the uSa, the tuition fees paid by 
students have risen so steeply that many are 
now burdened by debts from student loans. 
thus, more public funding that would reduce 
the burden on the individual is appropriate: 
education and research are societal goods, 
so society should support them.
Chameau: yes! However, individuals must 
also bear part of the financing of education 
through tuition fees. parents and students 
should not look at fees as a ‘cost’ but as an 
‘investment’. individuals invest in many 
things during their lifetime, sometimes with 
limited return. Education is an investment 
with a high return. Hence, contributing to 
the financing of education, often through 
relatively modestly priced tuition at public 
universities, should be viewed as an invest-
ment. it should also be recognized that 
there is often a difference between the listed 
tuition fee—that is, the ‘sticker price’—and 
the ‘real price’ because of scholarships that 
offset a part of the tuition.
Horn: i think most would agree that the 
answer here is yes. Developed countries 
around the world are facing the challenge 
of remaining competitive in an environment 
in which economies are becoming more 
knowledge-based. in such an environment 
you simply must be more educated to be 
competitive. this alone is a motivation for 
governments to fund universities. the best 
place for society to invest its money is in 
educating the next generation; that’s how 
you secure your future.
Mattaj: yes, they are an essential compo-
nent of modern knowledge-based societies 
and require generous support.
Potocnik: universities face many chal-
lenges. increased autonomy coupled with 
accountability and adequate funding from 
an extended funding base is a part of that. 
i believe that universities should be funded 
more for what they do than for what they 
are, by focusing funding on relevant outputs 
rather than on inputs, and by adapting fund-
ing to the diversity of institutional profiles. 
universities should take greater respon-
sibility for their own long-term financial 
sustainability, particularly for research: this 
implies pro-active diversification of their 
research funding portfolios through col-
laboration with enterprises including cross-
border consortia, foundations and other 
private sources. Each country should there-
fore strike the right balance between core, 
competitive and outcome-based funding—
underpinned by robust quality assurance—
for university-based research. competitive 
funding should be based on institutional 
evaluation systems and on diversified per-
formance indicators with clearly defined 
targets and indicators, supported by inter-
national benchmarking for both inputs and 
economic and societal outputs.
Wiley: i think it’s a fair question for public 
policy debate. public universities were estab-
lished to make post-secondary education 
more available and affordable for all citizens. 
Obviously, the public at large benefits and 
should pay part of the costs. Equally obvious 
is that the students and graduates benefit, so 
they too should pay some of the costs. Where 
the dividing line should be is a matter for gov-
ernors and legislators to decide. if they decide 
wrong, the voters will let them know. When i 
graduated from High School in 1960, resident 
tuition at public universities was about 1–2% 
of median family income. today, it is more 
than 15% in most states. So, public higher 
education is considerably less affordable than 
it once was. is this a problem? i think so, but 
i’m just one voter.
aside from the education mission, if the 
state—as opposed to the federal govern-
ment, which provides most research fund-
ing—wants research on topics specific to 
that state’s economic or other interests, then 
the state should pay for it.
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